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Abstract—This paper proposes an ensemble decision approach
which combines global and local features of e-mails together to
detect spam effectively. In the proposed method, a special feature construction method named term space partition (TSP) is
utilized to divide the whole term space into several subspaces and
adopt different feature construction strategies on each of them,
respectively. This method can make each term play a distinct
and important role when conducting detection. This method is
utilized and extended by introducing the sliding window technique to extract local features from e-mails. The global classifier
and local classifiers are constructed on a global feature vector
set and local feature vector sets, respectively, and together make
the ensemble decision by adopting the voting technique. The
principles of the TSP-based approach and mechanism of the
ensemble decision method are presented in detail. Five different
and standard benchmark corpora are applied to experiments for
performance evaluation of this proposed method. Comprehensive
experimental results show that the proposed method brings significant performance improvement and better robustness on the
basis of the TSP-based approach. In addition, the proposed
method outperforms the current prevalent and state-of-the-art
approaches, especially when a comprehensive consideration of
performance, efficiency, and robustness is taken. This endows
it with flexible capability and adaptivity in the real-world
applications.
Index Terms—Ensemble decision, feature construction,
machine learning, spam detection, term space partition (TSP).

I. I NTRODUCTION
-MAIL becomes a necessary means of communication
because of its convenience and high efficiency. But the
number of spam is increasing since it can make big profits
with a small spending by spreading advertisement or other
disgust news to mail users. Some lawbreakers even send computer virus with an e-mail which results in a huge threat of
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computer. Spam, usually considered as unsolicited bulk e-mail
or unsolicited commercial e-mail [1], has brought many troubles to our normal communication by e-mail. Ferris Research
Group [2] indicated that the number of spam was so large
that a majority of network bandwidth and mailbox server’s
storage are unable to be used in other important applications.
The huge amount of spam also brought much interference to
users and had very severe influences for people to work effectively. Moreover, the spam always had threats once it carrying
malicious codes secretly which would affected the safety of
computer and personal information. It can be seen from the
Symantec Internet Security Threat Report 2015 [3] that there
are nearly 60% of e-mails are spam in 2014 and the report of
Cyren Internet Threats Trend [4] revealed a more serious statistical result with the spam rate more than 68% in the third
quarter of 2014. In a word, spam detection is still a severe
challenge.
In order to reduce economical losses caused by spam and
improve working efficiency, people from different fields had
proposed many anti-spam methods in diversiform perspective,
including changing the protocol of e-mail sending [5] and
simple keywords filtering [6], address protection [7], and so
on [8], [9]. With the rapid improvement of artificial intelligence, more and more intelligent classification methods are
adopted to cope with them, the most popular approach is with
supervised learning methods [6], [10]–[12]. In addition, with
its robustness and flexibility, automatic intelligent detection
methods are widely used in spam e-mail filtering.
Similar to other classification tasks, intelligent spam detection can be decomposed into three important research steps,
commonly called feature selection, feature construction, and
classifier design, The purpose of feature selection [13]–[18]
lies in selecting features which are much more important in
the further processed steps and resulting in a lower dimensionality which is useful to save computation resource and
improve accuracy of the classification model. Feature construction methods [19]–[24] discover the inner relationship
among all existing features and transform them into a new
set first, then use this set of features to construct sample
vectors. Supervised machine learning methods [16], [25]–[29]
are very useful in pattern recognition and have been proved
to be effective in spam detection domain. The prevalent and
commonly used approaches and techniques are introduced
in Section II.
In this paper, an ensemble decision method for spam detection is proposed by utilizing both global features and local
features of an e-mail in the process of decision making.
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Corresponding features are constructed by further exploiting
and improving the term space partition (TSP)-based feature
construction approach [30]. Sliding window technique with
different length of windows is introduced to extract local
features of the e-mail, as well as position correlated information. Global and local classifiers are constructed, respectively,
based on corresponding feature vector sets and make ensemble decision with voting techniques. Five different benchmark
corpora named PU1, PU2, PU3, PUA, and Enron-Spam are
employed in our experiments to evaluate the performance of
our novel spam detection method. As in standard classification
performance analysis, we adopted accuracy and F1 measure as
the main criteria to compare our results with others.
The organization of other contents in this paper are as
follows. Section II describes details of some widely used
measurements of feature selection and some methods for
constructing feature vectors. In addition, machine learning
algorithms-based spam detection models are also introduced.
The TSP-based feature construction approach is described
in Section III. The proposed ensemble decision method is
presented in Section IV. Section V shows the results and comparison of experiments. Finally, the conclusion of this paper
is presented in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Feature Selection Metrics
Document frequency (DF) [14] is a common method for
feature reduction and the simplest way for feature selection.
For a certain word or term, it counts the number of documents
in which the term appears. Once the frequency of each term
in our corpora is obtained, we only selected the most informative terms between a minimum threshold and a maximal
value to compose the feature sets. It is a method with lower
computation since we always use the DF in training data to
approximate a very large document corpora. In spam detection,
DF of term ti is calculated as


(1)
DF(ti ) =  mj |mj ∈ M, ti ∈ mj 
where mj indicates an e-mail from the training set M.
Term strength (TS) [14] is an estimation of term’s importance which is judged by conditional probability that represents how widely a specific term like to appear in “closely
related” documents. Professionally, it indicates how possible
that a specific term will occur in the second document of
two related enough samples if it has occurred in the first
one already. We call these two samples as closely related
documents provided that there exist many common words or
phrases in them. What is more, we also consider those overlapping terms are much more informative than others. In spam
detection, TS of term ti is calculated as
TS(ti ) = P(ti ∈ y|ti ∈ x)

(2)

where x and y indicates the two related samples from training
set M.
Information gain (IG) [15] is an important evaluation criterion of feature selection. It is defined as a quantitative measure
of the effect that a feature would brings to classification model.

The more significant the effect, the more useful the feature,
and it also resulted in a greater IG quantitatively. In spam
filtering, term ti ’s value of IG can be defined as
 
P(t, c)
(3)
P(t, c) log
IG(ti ) =
P(t)P(c)
c∈(s,h) t∈(ti ,t¯i )
where c represents e-mail’s label which belongs to spam (s)
and ham(h), ti and t¯i indicates whether a term ti is present or
absent in each situation.
Term frequency variance (TFV) [16] is proposed based on
DF, the difference to DF is the way how it select terms. We
choose specific terms which occur frequently in each individual class but not with an overall threshold. In order to get
the variance, it is necessary to calculate the term frequency in
each independent category first. TFV of term ti can be defined
as (4) for spam detection
2
 
μ
TFV(ti ) =
Tf (ti , c) − Tf (ti )
(4)
c∈(s,h)

where Tf (ti , c) represents the term frequency of ti in a certain
μ
class c, Tf (ti ) denotes the mean value of ti ’s frequency in
classes s and h.
Chi square (χ 2 ) [14] is a widely used hypothesis testing
method. It is applied in statistical inference of categorical data,
and including two rates or two constituent ratios, multiple
rates or multiple constituent ratios, and correlation analysis
of classification data. We use this to measure the lack of independence between term ti and class c. If term ti is useless for
categorization, the Chi value is near to 0. To detect spam, term
ti ’s value of χ 2 can be calculated as

P(c)χ 2 (ti , c)
(5)
χ 2 (ti ) =
c∈(s,h)




2
|M| P(ti , c)P t̄i , c̄ − P t̄i , c P(ti , c̄)

.
χ (ti , c) =
P(ti )P t̄i P(c)P(c̄)
2

(6)

Odds ratio (OR) [17] is one of the three main methods
of quantifying the relationship between the feature A and the
feature B in the feature sets. In this paper, we calculate the
value of OR by comparing the two values of odds that a feature
appearing in the two opposite classes. In spam detection, since
it is a binary classification problem, we can define OR of term
ti with class c as
P(ti |c) 1 − P(ti |c̄)
.
(7)
OR(ti , c) =
1 − P(ti |c) P(ti |c̄)
As normally, we calculate the log value of a specific term’s
OR for all classes and add them together to obtain the
measurement of this term.
We have described some metrics of feature selection above,
in which DF and TS are irrelevant to class information, but
all the others need this information along with a certain term.
The experiments with these different feature selection methods [14] demonstrate that IG and χ 2 are the most useful and
effective metrics when doing feature dimension reduction. DF
also performs as good as IG and χ 2 , so it is a better alternative of IG or χ 2 when the time consumption of calculating
this two measures is too heavy. In addition, some other feature selection methods can also be used for spam detection,
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such as negative selection algorithm [31], [32] of which had
proved to be effective in malware detection task and distance
measure-based approach [33].
B. Feature Construction Approaches
Bag-of-words (BoW), a coarse representation of text is
used commonly in natural language processing that disregarding grammar and word order of the text. It also usually
applied for feature construction in spam filtering on account
of its simpleness [19]. This approach uses a feature vector
x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] with n-dimension which called frequency
representation to represent an e-mail m. Each value xi of this
vector is indicates the number of each term in a preselected
term set T = [t1 , t2 , . . . , tn ] of which appear in e-mail m.
Particularly, the binary representation which only consider the
occurrence of each term can also be used to form the vector
and experimental results in [34] show it can perform as well
as former version.
Tan et al. [21], [22] proposed a feature construction (CFC)
method for spam detection based on concentration what is
similar as immunoreaction of human beings do for virus. It
calculates “self” and “nonself” concentrations with respect to
self and nonself gene libraries which is established based on
training data. The performance of artificial immune system
for classification had been proven to be good enough on virus
detection [35]. After the process of CFC method, a 2-D feature
vector will be used to represent the e-mail so as to reduce
the space complexity greatly. Experimental result shows the
CFC approach performs much better than BoW in not only
classification accuracy but also efficiency.
Zhu and Tan [23], [24] proposed a feature extraction method
based on immune local-concentration (LC), and [36] had
successfully used them for virus detection. By combining
immune LC theory with statistical methods, the LC method
is endowed with several distinctive characters. Term selection
methods are utilized to filter out noise and reduce computational complexity. After that, they built the detector sets
according to a gene-tendency function, which endows the LC
method with capability of robustness and noise-resistance. In
addition, position-correlated LC features are extracted from
messages by using variable-length and fixed-length sliding
windows. Experimental results shown that the LC method
can extract statistically critical features for classification, and
obtained better performance on the two criterions we adopted.
C. Prevalent Machine Learning Methods
In this section, we will introduce several commonly used
learning-based methods in detail.
As we all know, Bayes methods intuitively calculate the
posterior probability P(C = ck |X = x) based on prior and
joint probability. It indicates the possibility that a sample
x belongs to each class ck directly. As a representative of
Bayes methods, naïve Bayes (NB) is commonly used model
in many fields with a strong assumption of which all features
of a sample are mutually independent. It had been adopted
to solve recommendation [37] and classification [38] tasks for
a long time. On account of its efficiency and effectiveness,
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researchers had put much emphasis on NB to cope with spam
detection problem, [25] successfully used it for spam filtering
and led to many other achievements [39]–[41].
Support vector machine (SVM), a famous model in machine
learning domain, which aims at finding the optimal hyperplane
that maximizes the classification margin. Weight vectors of the
optimal hyperplane are obtained by calculation on the training
set. Combining SVM with other machine learning algorithms
can significantly improve the power of pure SVM, such as
Gu et al. [42] employed it with K-nearest neighbor (KNN)
for discriminant analysis and Tan et al. [43] applied neural
networks to train SVM in order to eliminated quadratic programming and obtained a powerful pattern recognition model.
Drucker et al. [26] attempted to detect spam by SVM and
obtained a better result than former works. From then on, SVM
has also been widely used in spam detection [24], [44], [45].
Decision tree (DT), a commonly used discriminative model
which constructs a tree with each attribute as node and the
final predictive label as leaf, the edges among nodes indicate the value of the corresponding attributes. For a specific
sample, we use rules generated from the root to each leaves
to determine the final prediction, and the value of each feature is considered to choose the path from top to bottom.
ID3 and C4.5 are famous DT algorithms, they are used to
choose attributes for each node when constructing the tree.
Carreras and Marquez [27] had adopted DT to filter spam but
researches always apply them in a Boosting way on account
of its mediocre performance.
Boosting can be simply considered as “two heads are better
than one,” it obtains a more powerful model by combining each weak learner together with some special rules and
improves the overall capacity. Some also regarded it as a
voting strategy [46]. A canonical combination rule resulted
in a famous and effective Boosting method which named
adaptive boosting (AdaBoost). The most important idea of
AdaBoost is putting more emphasis on samples of which are
error classified [47] and increasing the weights of these samples dynamically based on the training performance by each
weak classifier. The next weak learner needs to focus on those
samples which are hard to identify [48]. Each weak model
is combined by weight of which is computed based on its
individual performance to form the final classifier.
Random forest (RF) is an ensemble method based on weak
learners too, but it work in a different style from Boosting.
It resampling subset of training set for several times and
constructs a DT with each subset, respectively. Each tree is
combined together to do prediction for a new sample in a
voting approach [49].
Some spam detection technologies which based on weak
learners such as DT had shown their great ability in classification task. Carreras and Marquez [27] adopted DT as
a weak model for AdaBoost and outperformed other detection approaches, such as DT and NB. Koprinska et al. [16]
used RF based on simple DT to deal with spam filtering task
and got much better experimental results compared with DT,
SVM, and NB, even though the single DT and SVM were
more complex than RF. In addition, Chakraborty et al. [50]
figured out that spams had brought much trouble to social
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platforms, such as Facebook and Microblog, some attempts
based on RF had been adopted to detect these social spams
including [51]–[53] and some others also provided a promising
results. Liu et al. [54] proposed a redistribution and asymmetric sampling method to solve imbalanced data problem in
drifting Twitter spam detection task, they experimented on real
time data and synthetic data independently and combined them
with ensemble technique to make decision, their method made
RF and C4.5-based ensemble model performs better.
Some machine learning methods had been combined with
swarm intelligence algorithms to deal with classification
problem, like work in [56] and other methods based on [55].
These kinds of approaches can be speed up by GPU-based parallel [57] to meet the requirements of application in real scene.
Inspired by the mechanism of biological neural networks,
artificial neural network (ANN) is proposed to mimic its architecture. A large amount of artificial neurons are interconnected
by weights which need to be learned to make the net working, and back-propagation is commonly used for this learning
process. Clark et al. [28] utilized a fully connected ANN to
cope with e-mail classification problem and result in a superior model than NB and KNN. More applications of ANN for
spam detection could be found in [22], [58], and [59].
Different from former work with shallow networks, deep
learning (DL) is good at learning more complex attributes
with multiple levels and attracts more attention these years.
In order to mitigate the problem of gradient vanishing and
overfitting, Barushka and Hájek [60] adopted rectified linear units in multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks to
detect spam. We applied one of the widely used deep neural
networks named stacked auto-encoder (SAE) [61] for spam
detection in previous work [29], and experimental results
demonstrated that SAE performed better than the prevalent
machine learning techniques introduced above on most of
the corpus. Based on the success of some natural language
tasks, in recent years, convolutional neural network (CNN)
and recurrent neural network (RNN) are adopted to filter spam
widely. Ren and Zhang [62] explored CNN and gated RNN
with attention mechanism [63] to learn document level representation which is used to filter deceptive opinion spam, while
Zhao et al. [64] used CNN with auxiliary word order characteristics to deal with this task. Jain et al. [65] proposed a
semantic CNN which composed by CNN and a semantic layer
to detect spam from social media, with the help of WordNet
and ConceptNet, they obtained state-of-the-art results on two
datasets. Ma et al. [66] detected rumors from Microblog with
RNN and achieved more accurate results with quicker detecting speed. Detecting spam from social platforms had attracted
more attention recently. Except some work we mentioned
above, [67] and [68] are also focused on social media spam
filtering. What is more, Sedhai and Sun [69] presented a semisupervised model to detect Twitter spam which was useful for
stream data. Semi-supervised methods were used frequently
for text classification these years, the work in [70] obtained
excellent performance for text sentiment classification, and it
may also be useful for spam detection. Adversarial learningbased methods had been proved to be effective for malware
detection [71] and it can also be adopted to filter spam.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Distribution of terms in PU1 with respect to feature selection metrics.
(a) DF. (b) IG.

III. T ERM S PACE PARTITION -BASED F EATURE
C ONSTRUCTION A PPROACH
A. Motivation
As we all know, feature selection is indispensable when
doing classification tasks of which the feature dimensionality is very high. In spam detection, we also need to design
effective algorithms to cope with this challenge and make the
model much more superior and stable. In other words, we
should choose the better ones which are informative and distinct from the whole feature set. The better terms we select, the
more higher performance we will obtain from the same spam
detection model. On the other hand, features with less useful
information for classification not only bring excess computation resource consumption, but also have severe disturbance
since they always act as noisy terms. Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows
the distribution of terms with two different select metrics DF
and IG which we had described in the last section as goodness
evaluation in PU1 corpus. PU1 is a standard benchmark corpus of spam detection which contains nearly 25 000 distinct
terms. We can conclude that rare terms are much more discriminative and informative while the great majority of them
are less useful, no matter what metrics will be adopted for
feature selection because the distributions are similar.
After feature selection with respect to effective selection
metrics we obtained terms which would be used for constructing feature vector to represent each specific sample. From the
conclusion we got above, only a small part of feature set is
obviously superior than others and can be used to generate
feature vector with strong confidence. As in commonly used
methods, several hundred terms are consider better than others
based on the value of select metrics, each of them is used as
an individual dimension of the feature vector which will be
used in the following steps. Different from this approach, more
terms (empirically more than 50% in [21], [22], and [24])
would be reserved and feature vectors are constructed by
computing gene concentrations in some heuristic methods, all
predominant terms are given equal emphasis with much lower
scores, making the contributions of superior terms weakened.
There are much little loss of information since more features
are included.
B. Principle
The feature construction method proposed in this paper
which named TSP is designed for a reasonable selecting mechanism when choosing the components of feature vector. In
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(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 2. Distribution of terms in PU1 with respect to DF. (a) Spam terms.
(b) Ham terms.

Fig. 3. Distribution of terms in PU1 with respect to IG. (a) Spam terms.
(b) Ham terms.

order to obtain sufficient and rational terms for spam detection, we split the whole feature set into several subsets and
apply different feature construction methods to each of them,
respectively, the dividing strategy results in a more efficient
and better performance detection system.
As what we have mentioned above, feature selection metrics defined the ways how to evaluate the quality of each
term. We adopted a simple vertical partition method based
on the distribution characteristics of terms value with different selection metrics, the Dominant Terms are separated from
General Terms in such a intuitive strategy. In addition, we
call terms with high metric as dominant terms, these terms
are more important and play dominant roles when classifying
spam examples. The terms in dominant set have some common characters while others in the rest part are much less
informative and discriminative. This part of terms also have
positive impact when doing classification if we use them in a
crafty approach.
In order to obtain features which are more discriminative,
we defined the tendency of a feature appear in e-mails belonging to a certain class as Class Tendency, and we use this metric
to partition the term space in a transverse way. As result, we
split the whole terms set into Spam Terms from Ham Terms.
We defined the calculation of class tendency as

C. TSP Approach

tendency(ti ) = P(ti |ch ) − P(ti |cs )

(8)

where P(ti |ch ) is the probability that term ti appear if the email is ham, and P(ti |cs ) is the probability when given a spam.
Spam terms mean that their tendency value is negative and they
are more likely to occur in spam while ham terms vice versa.
As a result, we can represent each term by a vector t =
<tendency, goodness> with 2-dimension. Afterward, we can
obtain the new distribution of terms extracted from PU1 with
different select metrics such as what shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
And we decompose the four independent and nonoverlapping
subspaces from original term space based on DF and IG. We
call each of them as spam-dominant, ham-dominant, spamgeneral, and ham-general.
We set a crafted threshold manually when separate dominant terms from general terms. From the characteristics of
each term subspace, we defined different features for different part. Spam Term Ratio and Ham Term Ratio for dominant
terms, while Spam Term Density and Ham Term Density are
corresponding to general terms. Detailed description is in
Section III-C.

The TSP approach that we adopted can be decomposed into
three essential steps.
1) Preprocessing: Once we have to decide whether an
e-mail is spam or not, the first and necessary operation is construct the representation vector of the e-mail. This operation
called preprocessing is based on a technique named tokenization of which transforming text to a list of terms according to
blank spaces and delimiters.
2) Term Space Partition: As we have described above, the
detail of TSP contains two main steps which are term selection and TSP shown in Algorithm 1. In order to reduce the
occupation of resource and redundancy of information, term
selection is essential and we use parameter p to control the
degree of selection.
After term selection, we need to separate dominant terms
from general ones in a way called vertical partition of which
is manually designed by a threshold. The value of threshold is
determined based on the corresponding selection metrics, we
defined the evaluation of it as in
1
(9)
θdg = (τmax − τmin ) + τmin
r
where τmax and τmin indicate the highest and lowest value of
selecting metric among all terms in the training set, respectively, and r here is used to control the restriction level of
dominant terms. If τ (ti ) ≥ θdg , term ti is regarded as a dominant term and belongs to general term set otherwise. All terms
of which with tendency(ti ) = 0 are discarded when doing
transverse partition process because of their uselessness.
3) Feature Construction: With aim to construct feature vectors for e-mails that waiting for detection, in order to make
the vector be discriminative and effective, we put forward two
kinds of features named Term Ratio and Term Density for dominant and general terms, respectively. The features we used are
described as follows.
Dominant terms are in a very small quantity but play leader
role in classification task. We should pay more attention to
each of the terms in this set. We calculate term ration for
spam and ham from each dominant term, respectively. The
definitions of these two features are shown as
nsd
(10)
TRs =
Nsd
where nsd represents the number of independent terms in the
e-mail we are considering which are also included in spam
dominant term sets TSsd , and Nsd indicates the number of
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Algorithm 1 TSP
Input: All terms in training set.
Output: Partitioned term sets: TSsd , TSsg , TShd , TShg .
1: initialize preselected term set TSp , spam-dominant term
set TSsd , ham-dominant term set TShd , spam-general term
set TSsg and ham-general term set TShg as empty sets
2: for each term ti occurs in the training set do
3:
calculate goodness evaluation τ (ti ) based on the
adopted feature selection metrics
4: end for
5: sort the terms in descending order of evaluation
6: add the front p% terms to TSp
7: calculate partition threshold θdg based on Eq. (9)
8: for each term ti in TSp do
9:
calculate tendency(ti ) based on Eq. (8)
10:
if tendency(ti ) < 0 then
11:
if τ (ti ) ≥ θdg then
12:
add ti to TSsd
13:
else
14:
add ti to TSsg
15:
end if
16:
else
17:
if tendency(ti ) > 0 then
18:
if τ (ti ) ≥ θdg then
19:
add ti to TShd
20:
else
21:
add ti to TShg
22:
end if
23:
end if
24:
end if
25: end for

different terms in TSsd . Ham term ratio is defined in the same
way as
TRh =

nhd
.
Nhd

(11)

The meaning of each component is similar as we talked
in (10).
In contrast with dominant terms, general terms are in a large
amount of number but redundant and less useful. As a result,
we always despise those terms with much lower weights. The
term density for each category based on each of the specific
general term sets are calculated as (12) and (13)
TDs =

nsg
.
Ne

(12)

The meanings of elements nsg , nhd of each formula are similar
as in (10) too, but with respect to general term space, while
Ne represent distinct term number of an e-mail
TDh =

nhg
.
Ne

(13)

Term ratio and term density are two crucial but very different ideas used in feature construction step. Term ration
represents the proportion of dominant terms appeared in a specific e-mail but term density indicates the ratio that how many

terms of this e-mail are included in the general terms. The difference between these two concepts determines the roles they
played in classification.
Finally, we compute TRs , TRh , TDs , and TDh according
to (10)–(13) and combined these four items together to obtain
the feature vector, i.e., v = <TRs , TRh , TDs , TDh >.
IV. E NSEMBLE D ECISION U SING TSP A PPROACH
A. Global and Local Features
In research of image recognition, global features are used
to describe the overall characteristics of samples, while local
features are used to express the detailed characteristics of samples [72], [73]. Based on the different functions and content as
described, utilizing both global features and local features in
characterizing images has been extensively studied and makes
apparent performance improvements [74], [75].
After the feature construction process as what we talked
above, the distribution of features from e-mails is obtained, and
if the distribution of features for spam e-mail was significant
different from that of ham ones, we regarded the method we
adopted to construct feature vectors are useful. As mentioned
above, a 4-D feature vector is utilized to represent each e-mail
in our TSP method, this vector depicts the form of distribution
about each specific e-mail with respect to four separate term
spaces. Since each component of the feature vector is based
on the whole e-mail, this vector is named global features and
it is distinguishable and effective for a majority of spam and
legitimate e-mails. But for some special samples of which the
distribution is nearly similar with only different in some local
parts, global features are not enough and we need to explore
other approach to handle them.
We proposed a technique called sliding window in this paper
to defeat such difficult situation. The sliding window is used to
extract local areas and we implement the same TSP approach
on these areas to obtain local features in contrast to the global
ones. It is apparent that local features are focusing on only
local parts and representing some details of an e-mail, it is
obviously different from global features. In addition, local features could not only represent the difference of local areas of
which always be concealed by global vectors, but also sensitive to the information of position differences which are
always indispensable since spam e-mails are usually with odd
beginning or ending.
B. Extraction of Local Features With Sliding Windows
We obtain local features of each local areas which defined
by a sliding window strategy from the whole e-mails. The TSP
feature vector in local domain is established in the same way
as in global mode, we obtain a vector for each local area with
regards to the four subspace as described above. Fig. 4 shows
the process of how a independent local TSP (L-TSP) feature
vector is constructed. In practice, we use different length of
windows for samples with different sizes and result in equal
and sufficient number of local feature vectors for each of them.
And these vectors are used to train local classification model.
Intuitively, in order to obtain equal number of vectors for
e-mails in different sizes, we defined the length of sliding
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Fig. 4.

Construction of local features with sliding window.

Algorithm 2 Local Feature Vectors Construction With TSP
1: define the number of local areas that an email sample is
to be divide into as n
N
2: move a sliding window of nt terms over the given sample
with a step of Nnt terms
3: for each position i of the sliding window do
4:
construct TSP feature vector on the current local area
5: end for

window based on the number of terms of each e-mail. For
example, if an e-mail with Nt terms and we need n independent vectors for each sample, the window’s size is defined
as (Nt /n). In addition, n is an important hyper-parameter
that leverage the granularity of our experiments. Algorithm 2
described the details of how we get local feature vectors of
each e-mails.
C. Ensemble Decision on TSP
As their names indicate, global and local feature vectors
represent an e-mail in distinct and complementary aspects.
One for holistic characteristics while the other focusing on
local details. In consideration of the importance both of global
and local features, we adopt ensemble decision approach when
doing classification based on TSP feature vectors. The information brought by global classifier what is trained on global
features and local models from local features are both being
considered in this method. The details of a voting strategy utilized in ensemble decision based on global and local models
are shown in Algorithm 3.
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Corpora
The e-mail datasets we used in this paper, including PU1,
PU2, PU3, PUA [76], and Enron-Spam [77], all of them are
standard benchmark corpora that commonly used in spam
detection to measure the performance of classification models.
The statistical information of these five corpus are shown in
Table I, with EN and SN represent all e-mail number and spam
e-mail number, respectively, in that corpora, AL indicates the
average lengths of e-mails and NDT is the number of distinct
terms of a specific data set. To guarantee the accuracy and
objectivity of the experimental results, we implement tenfold
and sixfold cross validation on the PU corpora and EnronSpam, respectively, since they are being divided into different
number of subsets.
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Algorithm 3 Ensemble Decision in Real-World Scenario
Using TSP-Based Feature Construction Approach
Input: Training set and new email which need to be classified.
Output: Detection model and label of the new email.
1: construct global feature vectors with TSP on the training
sample set FVg
2: construct local feature vectors with TSP on the training
sample set FVl
3: construct global classifier classifierg on FVg
4: for each position i of the sliding window do
5:
construct local classifier classifierl (i) on FVl (i)
6: end for
7: construct global feature vector with TSP on the given
sample
8: classify the given sample with classifierg
9: for each position j of the sliding window do
10:
construct local feature vector with TSP on the given
sample
11:
classify the given sample with classifierl (j)
12: end for
13: all the above classifiers vote to form the final decision
TABLE I
S TATISTICAL I NFORMATION OF F IVE C ORPUS

TABLE II
E XPRESSIONS OF E VALUATION C RITERIA

B. Evaluation Criteria
As in almost all classification problem, we also use accuracy, precision, recall, and Fβ measure [19] as performance
evaluation criteria in spam detection. The definition for each of
them is shown in Table II and the meaning of each components
is as follows. Specially, we regard spam e-mails as positive
samples here ns,s represents the number of spam e-mails classified into spam class as true positive and ns,h denotes false
negative with the meaning of spam samples are distinguished
as hams, nh,h and nh,s are in the similar definitions as true
negative and false positive. In addition, nh and ns indicate the
total number of samples of spam and ham, respectively. As for
Fβ measure, we usually set β equal to 1 since it can reflects
the overall performance properly.
C. Experimental Setup
In the experiments, we choose SVM as basic classification
model for the proposed ensemble method and two widely used
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tools named WEKA [78] and LIBSVM [79] were adopted
for model implementation. The kernel type was radial basis
function, which is default in WEKA. The corresponding γ
and cost were set to 0.7 and 2.0 for all of our experiments
since the values of these two parameters slightly affect the
model performance based on the result of our hyper parameter
selection process.
In addition, the approaches for comparison also adopted NB,
C4.5, AdaBoost, RF, MLP, and SAE for classification. MLP
and SAE were implemented by MATLAB with the help of
DL toolbox [80], we constructed a neural network with six
layer and 2000, 500, 250, 125, 10, and 1 nodes for each layer,
respectively, for both of them. NB, C4.5, AdaBoost, and RF
were implemented by using WEKA toolkit. The base learner
for AdaBoost was C4.5, and 100 trees was used for RF.
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Fig. 5.

Performance of the EDTSP with respect to DF under varied n.

Fig. 6.

Performance of the EDTSP with respect to IG under varied n.

D. Investigation of Parameters
Independent experiments were conducted on PU1, which
is a relatively small corpus, to investigate the effect of core
parameters on performance of the proposed method. Tenfold
cross validation is also utilized. The selected group of parameter values on PU1 is applied on all the five benchmark corpora
in the following performance comparison experiments.
As mentioned above, parameter n in the proposed ensemble
decision based on TSP feature vectors (EDTSP) method determines not only the number of local classifiers to be trained
but also the granularity of local areas. It further affect both
the effectiveness and efficiency of the method. Besides n, p,
and r in the process of TSP feature vector construction are
also important parameters.
We tune the values of parameters p and r according to the
experiments on PU1 in our previous work [30]. Since the feature selection metrics are adopted for vertical partition in the
TSP process, we study the influence of parameter n under two
metrics of feature selection in different style, i.e., unsupervised
and supervised setting. DF and IG are selected as the representatives of these two types of metrics for selection, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the performance of the EDTSP with respect to DF
under varied n, where p is set to 30 and r is set to 7 according
to [30]. As expected, the EDTSP method always achieves better results with different n and the performance getting better
with n increasing in the former interval. This could be intuitively explained: small n always extracts local area coarsely
and results in less local eigenvector, so as to ignore some
important information which is necessary for detection in local
area; when n getting larger, the number of local feature vectors are enough, but each local area is divided in an improper
way which leads to a worse representation of local information used for classification, some of them are redundant. As a
tradeoff between coarseness and redundancy, we choose n = 3
in our experiments with the EDTSP since it obtains a relatively
high precision and recall.
The performance of the EDTSP with respect to IG under
varied n is shown in Fig. 6, where p is set to 30 and r is set
to 3 according to [30]. As we can see, similar experimental
results are achieved and n = 3 is considered as a suitable
selection of parameter n under this certain condition as well.

E. Performance Improvement With Different Feature
Selection Metrics
A appropriate metric of feature selection is important in the
EDTSP for a better detection result, since feature selection
metrics are adopted for vertical partition in the TSP process.
Therefore, it is a necessary step to test whether the feature
selection metrics are appropriate or not to work well with the
EDTSP. We verify different kinds of metrics such as unsupervised and supervised ones, and investigate the performance
improvement of the EDTSP compared with the original TSP
(global TSP) and L-TSP under these two kinds of feature
selection metrics.
As what we did above, we also use DF and IG to conduct the verification and investigation experiments to verify the
effectiveness of unsupervised and supervised metrics, respectively. Performance comparisons of the ensemble method with
global and local methods under DF and IG are shown in
Tables III and IV, respectively. We can conclude that both the
two style of selection metrics are appropriate for the EDTSP
to achieve satisfactory performance. What need to be noted
is that the EDTSP method with DF outperforms that with IG
on majority of the selected benchmark corpora in experiments,
other than the reverse in the past comparative study of text categorization [14]. This demonstrates that the EDTSP method
itself could successfully construct term-class associations and
effectively utilize this part of information into spam detection
when unsupervised feature selection metrics are employed.
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF THE EDTSP AND TSP W ITH R ESPECT TO DF

TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF THE EDTSP AND TSP W ITH R ESPECT TO IG

As the experimental results indicate, though the original TSP approach could achieve outstanding performance,
performance improvements of the EDTSP method are notable
on all the selected benchmark corpora in experiments and
with both the two kinds of feature selection metrics. The
EDTSP method also outperforms L-TSP comprehensively and
significantly. This reveals the necessity and importance of
constructing local and global features at the same time in
spam detection, and verifies the effectiveness of the ensemble
mechanism of local features and global features established
by the proposed EDTSP method from a perspective of decision. More importantly, the EDTSP method obtains not only
better performance but also good robustness. As we can
see, the EDTSP method achieves more balanced performance
on different benchmark corpora compared with global and
L-TSP, especially when cooperating with the unsupervised feature selection metrics. This further shows the superiority of
considering global and local features together when filtering
spam.
It is worth mentioning that the purpose of constructing
local features is to avoid the dilution of local differences in a
global perspective and capture the position correlated information, e.g., spam terms are more likely to appear at the
beginning or the end of e-mails. The construction of local
features could be a useful complement to the global features,
and this also determines that the performance improvement

of the ensemble method is limited on corpus with less samples having apparent local differences or position correlated
information. What the ensemble method does is to guarantee performance improvement in a certain range and better
robustness.
F. Comparison With Current Approaches
This paper applies five standard benchmark corpora what
we described before to make performance comparison among
the EDTSP approach and other commonly used spam detection technologies. Those other methods contain BoW with
different machine learning methods, including DL, hot topic
of machine learning recently. CFC and LC with SVM are
also selected [24]. Experimental results of the compared
approaches are partly published in our previous work [29].
Tables V–IX show the performance comparisons of the
EDTSP with the current approaches on five corpora, respectively. As mentioned before, we only compare the accuracy
and F1 measure but ignore the value of precision and recall
among all approaches since F1 measure is a overall evaluation
of precision and recall.
BoW, as talked before, could cooperate well with different
machine learning methods. From the comprehensive experimental results, the EDTSP method performs the best in terms
of both accuracy and F1 measure in most of the cases when
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TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF THE EDTSP W ITH C URRENT A PPROACHES ON PU1

TABLE VI
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF THE EDTSP W ITH C URRENT A PPROACHES ON PU2

TABLE VII
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF THE EDTSP W ITH C URRENT A PPROACHES ON PU3

TABLE VIII
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF THE EDTSP W ITH C URRENT A PPROACHES ON PUA

compared with the BoW-based spam detection approaches
(i.e., spam detection approaches using BoW for feature construction). It is worth noting that the EDTSP method achieves
similar or worse performance on PU1 compared with BoWRF, BoW-MLP, and BoW-SAE, for RF, MLP neural networks,
and SAE (one of the main types of deep neural networks)

are absolutely excellent machine learning techniques currently.
However, the training process of the above three approaches
are really time consuming, and the proposed EDTSP method
could achieve much higher efficiency compared with them.
CFC and LC, two kinds of our previous work, had achieved
satisfactory results on spam detection both in accuracy and
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TABLE IX
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF THE EDTSP W ITH C URRENT A PPROACHES ON E NRON -S PAM

TABLE X
E FFICIENCY C OMPARISON OF THE EDTSP W ITH C URRENT A PPROACHES

F1 measure with high efficiency. As the experimental results
show, the EDTSP method far outperforms the CFC and LC
approaches in both accuracy and F1 measure on all the selected
benchmark corpora.
Meanwhile, the EDTSP approach obtains not only much
better performance but also more balanced performance compared with all the selected current approaches in the experiments. This reflects better robustness and further endows it
with flexibility in real-world applications. Another wonderful
character of the EDTSP is its practicability with higher and
stabler precision when filtering spam since for e-mail users, it
is better to receive a spam than to discard a normal e-mail.
In addition, since the EDTSP method takes TSP-based feature construction approach and SVM as basic elements and
components, its computational complexity is in a linear relationship with that of the original TSP approach. Table X
reveals the comparison of time spent among all approaches
for processing one incoming e-mail on PU1, including the
time for feature construction and classification. Since C4.5
is usually used as the base learner of boosting method and
hardly give good performance, it is not included. MLP has
the same time for processing one incoming e-mail with SAE
due to the same network structure. As we can see, the EDTSP
method could not only achieve much better performance in
spam detection, but also inherit the high efficiency of the
original TSP approach. This is mainly because the significant
reduction on feature vector dimension.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a spam detection approach based on ensemble
decision using TSP to construct feature vectors was proposed.
It combines global and local classification models which are
trained with corresponding features. We have carried out comprehensive experiments, and the results have shown that the
EDTSP method has much better performance and advantages
in some aspects.
1) Utilization of sliding window could not only extract
local features from e-mail samples but also obtain

2)

3)

4)

5)

position correlated information for the specific application of spam detection.
The EDTSP method successfully establishes an ensemble mechanism of global and local features from a
decision perspective.
The EDTSP method could cooperate well with many
metrics for feature selection in various types, which
makes it adaptive to be utilized in real-world application.
The longitudinal comparison shows that the EDTSP
method brings significant performance improvement
compared to the original TSP approach, as well as better robustness, by considering global and local features
together for classification.
The horizontal comparisons show that the EDTSP
method far outperforms all the selected current
approaches, especially when a comprehensive consideration of performance, efficiency, and robustness is
taken.
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